
The MLC Premium Growth 85 Model Portfolio is a complete investment solution focused on providing investors with above-inflation
returns through an actively managed portfolio that’s diversified across asset classes, specialist investment managers, and stocks.

Portfolio details

20-25 Direct sharesIndicative number of
holdings

Aims to deliver a return of inflation +4% p.a (after Model Manager
fees) over 7+ years.

Objective

5-15 Managed funds

1 July 2020Inception dateBT Panorama, Grow Wrap, Hub24, Macquarie Wrap, MLC Wrap,
Navigator, Rhythm, Voyage

Platform availability

1
month

%

3
months

%

1
year

%

2
years
% pa

Since
inception

% pa

Total return1 0.8 4.2 -1.2 2.9 9.6
Income return2 0.2 0.4 4.5 6.7 5.6

Growth return 0.6 3.8 -5.8 -3.8 4.0

Inflation +4% 0.7 2.2 10.9 10.0 9.5

Peer return3 1.1 4.9 -1.2 3.9 9.0

;/.,

Performance

1 Assumes income from the Portfolio's investments are reinvested.

Returns are net of the model manager fee, rebates and indirect costs.

2 Managed fund income is included when we receive the distribution data.
3 Morningstar Multisector Aggressive (80%+) category average.
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Value of $100,000 invested since inception

The performance and holdings in this document are for the Model Portfolio and are not a guarantee or an indication of the actual performance or holdings of a
client's portfolio due to differences in the timing and transaction prices for portfolio changes, client investments and withdrawals during the period, timing of
receipt of dividends and income distributions, platform administration fees, transactional costs associated with the client's portfolio, and any portfolio exclusions
required by the client. Past performance is not a reliable indicator or guarantee of any future performance. The value of an investment may rise or fall with the
changes in the market. Inflation is measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI). We use the most recent CPI as an estimate until the actual CPI is available
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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Comment on performance

The Portfolio generated a strong positive return for the March quarter. Financial markets have been remarkably resilient to significant
risks this year. Inflation, increased interest rates, the Ukraine conflict, and the recent turmoil in the global banking system have not
dented this resilience. 

The US central bank continued to raise interest rates with respective 0.25% rises in February and March. However, investors gained
solace from milder consumer inflation with February’s 6% annual result (headline) being the lowest since September 2021. The rapid
collapse of three US regional banks in March did place Wall Street into a brief tailspin. This weakness was reversed by the rapid responses
from the US central bank and US Federal Government to assure bank depositors.

The EURO STOXX 50 Index delivered an extraordinarily strong 13.7% return in local currency terms. Europe’s recovery reflects the
benefits of a mild winter, lower energy prices and the flow-on effects from the China re-opening. While Credit Suisse’s troubles and the
European Central Bank’s interest rates increases by 0.5% in both February and March did cause some jitters, investors appear confident
that these risks remain manageable. The MSCI China Index rebounded with encouraging signs that China’s government is relaxing their
regulatory scrutiny on technology companies by allowing Alibaba to split into six different units and raise capital. The Walter Scott
Emerging Markets Fund was the best performing shares fund over the quarter (+8.5%), outperforming its benchmark by 3.2%.

Australian shares delivered a strong 3.5% return for the quarter. Consumer Discretionary (11.4%) and Staples (7.6%) lead the market gains
with hopes that the end was near on rising interest rates, offering consumers and businesses some respite on further squeezes. However,
there was weakness in the Financial sector (-2.7%) as the global banking turmoil in March cautioned investors. The Antares Ex-20
Australian Equities Fund (+5.5%) outperformed its benchmark by 1.9% over the quarter.

Australia’s economy appears to be slowing judging by weaker retail spending, as well as falling housing construction and house prices.
However, there is still solid jobs growth and the unemployment rate at 3.5% is close to 50-year lows. The RBA raised the cash interest
rate in both February and March by 0.25% to 3.6%. There has been some welcome news that consumer inflation is starting to moderate
with annual inflation edging down from 7.4% in January to 6.8% in February.

Portfolio activity during the month

Fixed Income manager change

As part of our ongoing portfolio and manager review processes, we identified the Janus Henderson Australian Fixed Interest Fund as
an attractive manager replacement opportunity for the current UBS Australian Bond Fund. 

We view this change as essentially a ‘like-for-like’ strategy switch within the portfolios, but one for which we hold a higher level of
manager conviction and the ability to access a lower total ICR cost owing to the significance of our broader institutional investment
relationship with Janus Henderson.

Direct Australian Share portfolio change

RationalePortfolio change Addition

We have initiated a position in QBE Insurance Group. We see a share price re-rating
opportunity with QBE's attractive valuation being matched with more consistent
operating performance.

+0.60%QBE Insurance Group Ltd
(QBE)

RationalePortfolio changeRemoval

We have exited Westpac bank. We view Westpac as the lowest quality of the major
banks, which is at risk of lost revenue streams from simplification and other top line
pressures, as its ability to compete for profitable business and execute on asset sales is-0.60%Westpac Banking Corporation

(WBC)
diminished. 

The approximate portfolio change amount is not a guarantee of a change to a client's portfolio. There may be differences between the Model Portfolio and a
client's portfolio due to the timing and transaction prices for portfolio changes, client investments and withdrawals during the period, timing of receipt of
dividends and income distributions, platform administration fees, transactional costs associated with the client's portfolio, and any portfolio exclusions required
by the client. The tables above provides the investment rationale for adding a new holding, removing an entire holding, or making a significant change to a
Model Portfolio. Portfolio re-weightings or re-balances occur normally in the course of managing the Portfolio and are included in 'Portfolio holdings' table
below.
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Portfolio positioning

The portfolio is positioned for diverse and resilient returns across asset classes in the following ways: 

Maintaining growth asset exposure – The recent reporting season in Australia, as well as other major global equity markets, highlighted
what we see as increasing margin pressures due to elevated raw material, transport, energy and staffing costs. Quality generally, and
margin resilience specifically, will likely become increasingly valuable in the year ahead. We maintained Australian shares and Global
shares exposure over the quarter.

Foreign currency diversification – During the quarter we maintained our foreign currency exposure (unhedged global shares). We
value the diversification benefits of having exposure to foreign currencies should global share markets weaken, while at the same
time recognise the valuation appeal of the Australian dollar. We continue to see foreign currency exposure as an important diversifier
and being valuable through periods of increased volatility and potential market turbulence.

Active fixed income –We believe active management is necessary to effectively navigate a rising interest rate and potentially more
turbulent environment. While somewhat moderating their inflation fighting resolve, in light of increasing banking system stresses,
central bank rate rising activity continues to drive bouts of elevated bond market volatility. We see duration appearing more attractive
as a mechanism for providing portfolio protection against the deflationary effects from a potential recession and recognise the markedly
improved starting value and more attractive risk-reward potential across a range of potential future outcomes provided by all maturity
nominal bonds.

Alternatives to diversify returns and provide real returns – MLC Wholesale Inflation Plus portfolios’ provide important real return
exposure and sources of low correlation return streams. Activity for this quarter included reduced exposure to the ‘Capital Protected
Mining and Energy Income’ thematic basket in response to a fall in yields, marginally increased exposure to shares by reducing put
hedges against decline in the Australian share market, and slightly increased the option-based hedging of the USD exposure.

Return volatility since inception
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Portfolio

Australian
shares

Global shares
(unhedged)

Global shares
(hedged)

Global property
(hedged)

Alternatives

Fixed income

By carefully managing each asset class and
combining them at the weights we believe will
achieve the portfolio’s objective. Our experience
has taught us that successful investing requires
an understanding of risk as being ever-present
yet necessary to achieving growth higher than
the rate of inflation. Returns above inflation may
be achieved in a short time, or it can take many
years – it depends on the investment
environment.

We’ve included the actual risk and returns for
each asset class in the portfolio to show the
diversity of outcomes. In the long run, we’d
expect higher returning asset classes to have
higher volatility, this has played out since the
portfolio’s inception.

Indexes: Global shares (hedged) - MSCI World Ex Australia (Hedged), Global shares (unhedged) - MSCI World ex Australia, Australian shares
- S&P/ASX 200 Total Return, Fixed income - 50% x Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+ Yr + 50% Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Total
Return (Hedged), Property - FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed ex Australia Index (Hedged), Alternatives - CPI + 4%.
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Stock showcase

Judo Capital Holdings Ltd (ASX code: JDO)

One of our Australian shares managers, Antares Equities, provided the following stock story for one of its fund's holdings, which you
may find interesting:

'Judo is a pure play business bank which lends to Australian Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). It employs a high touch service
model that seeks to differentiate Judo’s offering from the big four banks. This model enables Judo to earn higher margins at lower
risk and also grow ahead of system credit growth as the company takes market share. Judo’s strategy enables the bank to earn a 50
to 100 basis point premium above the big four banks on SME loans. In addition, a combination of relationship-based lending and
conservative growth targets allows the company to be selective with new customer acquisitions and quickly identify any deterioration
with individual customers. This means the credit quality of its loan book is arguably higher than the big four banks with a higher
percentage of the total loan book fully or partially secured, and a lower percentage of loans more than 90 days past due.

Judo has consistently grown ahead of system credit growth as its differentiated model has enabled it to take share from the big four
banks whilst maintaining a high-quality loan book. This means that relative to the incumbents, ongoing market share gains enable
Judo to grow despite macroeconomic conditions that may see credit growth slow. Since its initial public offering in November 2021,
Judo’s management team have built credibility with investors by consistently setting and meeting guidance despite macro uncertainty.
However, the failure of Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) in March and concerns around a banking crisis saw Judo’s share price decline as
small and regional banks were sold off globally. We saw the sell off as an attractive entry point, noting that Judo does not share of
the issues that led to SVB’s failure. We believe Judo to be in a fundamentally sound position and trading on attractive valuation
metrics. Mindful of the liquidity in the stock (and small caps more generally), we have initiated a small position in Judo.'

Equifax Inc

One of our global shares managers, Intermede, provided the following stock story for one of its fund's holdings, which you may find
interesting:

'We initiated an investment in Equifax, a leading consumer data and analytics provider. Equifax is one of the three global credit
bureaus, an oligopolistic industry with high barriers to entry, benefitting from secular demand trends for increased data, analytics
and insights. Equifax also has a differentiated employment data asset, with a monopoly type competitive position and significant
growth opportunities through penetration, pricing, product enhancements and new verticals/use cases. Following the well-publicised
data breach in 2017, an impressive new management team has been installed who have spent $1.5 billion upgrading to a best in class,
fully cloud native technology system, which improves security, reduces costs and accelerates product development, as well as executed
well on bolt-on M&A to enhance existing offerings and add faster growing verticals. 

We have been following Equifax for several years but have been waiting to enter at the optimal point in the US mortgage market
cycle, with 20-30% of group revenues sensitive to origination volumes. With mortgage rates now seeming to have peaked, origination
volumes appear likely to trough in the coming quarters leading us to initiate our investment at an attractive price ahead of a likely
acceleration in revenue growth.'
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Portfolio holdings

Actual weighting
(%)HoldingsAsset class

33.2Australian shares

20.8Active, direct, all cap

0.7Transurban Group2.3BHP Group Ltd

0.6Vicinity Centres1.5Commonwealth Bank of Australia

0.6QBE Insurance Group Ltd1.3National Australia Bank Ltd

0.6Lottery Corporation Ltd1.1CSL Ltd

0.6South32 Ltd1.1Telstra Corporation Ltd

0.6Santos Ltd1.0Australia & New Zealand Banking Group Ltd

0.6Northern Star Resources Ltd1.0Woodside Energy Group Ltd

0.5Scentre Group0.9Wesfarmers Ltd

0.5BlueScope Steel Ltd0.8Macquarie Group Ltd

0.5Nine Entertainment Co. Holdings Ltd0.8Brambles Ltd

0.4IDP Education Ltd0.7Aurizon Holdings Ltd

0.4Worley Ltd0.7Medibank Private Ltd

0.7Woolworths Group Ltd

9.4Antares Ex-20 Australian Equities FundActive, ex-20

3.1Fairview Equity Partners Emerging Companies FundActive, small cap

42.5Global shares

18.7Arrowstreet Global Equity Fund (Hedged)Active, quant, hedged

10.6Intermede Global Equities FundActive, growth, unhedged

10.5Polaris Global Equity FundActive, value, unhedged

2.8Walter Scott Emerging Markets FundActive, emerging markets, unhedged

3.9Global property securities

3.9Resolution Capital Global Property Securities FundActive, hedged

8.4Alternatives and other

8.4MLC Wholesale Inflation Plus AssertiveInflation Plus

8.4Fixed income

2.5Janus Henderson Australian Fixed Interest FundAustralian, active, all maturity

1.9PIMCO Global Bond Fund WholesaleGlobal, active, all maturity, hedged

2.0Bentham Syndicated Loan FundGlobal, active, high yield, hedged

0.9Antares Income FundAustralian, active, short maturity

1.2Ardea Real Outcome FundAbsolute return, hedged

3.6Cash

3.6Cash

100Total
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MLC Managed Account Strategies were awarded winner of the Multi Asset Class in the institute of
Managed Account Professionals' Managed Accounts Awards 2022. This award recognises our
commitment and expertise in delivering solutions which meet the needs of your business and clients.

Important Information 

This communication has been prepared by MLC Asset Management Pty Ltd (MLCAM) (ABN 44 106 427 472, AFSL 308953), part of the Insignia Financial
Group of companies (comprising Insignia Financial Ltd ABN 49 100 103 722 and its related bodies corporate) (‘Insignia Financial Group’). No member of
the Insignia Financial Group guarantees or otherwise accepts any liability in respect of any financial product referred to in this communication or
MLCAM’s services.

This publication is intended only for financial advisers. MLCAM provides this information to advisers and other Australian financial services licenses in
connection with its distribution of MLC Managed Accounts Strategies. MLCAM does not provide and is not responsible for any financial product advice
or service a financial adviser may provide or provides to its clients relying on this information, and any financial services or advice provided to clients
by platform operators which include MLC Managed Accounts Strategies on its investment menu. 

This information may constitute general financial advice. It has been prepared without taking account of an investor’s objectives, financial situation or
needs and because of that a financial adviser and investor should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard
to the investor’s personal objectives, financial situation and needs. Any opinions expressed in this communication constitute our judgement at the time
of issue and are subject to change. We believe that the information contained in this communication is correct and that any estimates, opinions, conclusions
or recommendations are reasonably held or made as at the time of compilation. In some cases the information has been provided to us by third parties.
While it is believed the information is accurate and reliable, the accuracy of that information is not guaranteed in any way.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of an investment may rise or fall with the changes in the market.

Any projection or other forward looking statement (Projection) in this communication is provided for information purposes only. No representation is
made as to the accuracy or reasonableness of any such Projection or that it will be met. Actual events may vary materially. Opinions constitute our
judgement at the time of issue and are subject to change. Neither MLCAM nor any member of the Insignia Financial Group, nor their employees or
directors give any warranty of accuracy, not accept any responsibility for errors or omissions in this publication.

MLC Managed Accounts Strategies are available via investment platforms. Please refer to the MLC Asset Management website (www.mlcam.com.au) for
a full list of platform availability. You should obtain a Product Disclosure Statement relating to the investment platform and consider it before making
any decision about whether to acquire or continue to hold interests in the Model Portfolios.

MLCAM may use the services of any member of the Insignia Financial Group where it makes good business sense to do so and will benefit customers.
Amounts paid for these services are always negotiated on an arm’s length basis.
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